PRINCE OF WALES
LADY WALES
81st Annual Second Line
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 11, 2009 - 1 PM
2009 Queen: Tanesha Santemore

You Think You Know? Now You Know!


Stop: Valery’s Palace. Up Livaudais to Sixth. Right on Sixth and out Sixth to Annunciation. Up Annunciation to Louisiana. Left on Louisiana. Out Louisiana to Tchoupitoulas. Up Tchoupitoulas to 3801 Tchoupitoulas.

Disband: Rock Bottom Lounge.

In memory of Dinnereal Shavers and all our departed Prince of Wales/Lady Wales
Respect yourself and your culture. Leave your guns, dogs and troubles at home.

Special thanks to the following people & organizations without which this parade would not have been possible: Norman Dixon Jr. & The Norman Dixon Fund, Sweet Home New Orleans, the New Orleans Social Aid & Pleasure Club Task Force, the New Orleans Jazz & Heritage Foundation.